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This study contrasts the rate of impasse in genders in face-to-face negotiations for newly trained women and men. The empirical study analyzed negotiators’ negotiation impasse rates based on gender using a two-tailed t-test. The bargainers were involved in a series of ten high-stakes, zero-sum game negotiations. A total of 4,855 separate negotiations were examined. Overall, there were no statistically significant differences in the impasse rates of men and women. The female rate of impasse was lower than the male rate of impasse, but without any significant differences, the results indicate that there are no gender differences in the abilities of negotiators to arrive at a deal.
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Introduction

The art and skill of individuals resolving differences to generate an agreement are core elements in bolstering social and business success. Negotiation is a useful and necessary skill in most organizations. For example, the areas of sales and contracts often require negotiation skills to conduct business. In addition to negotiation often being a formal process, it may also be implemented daily by people seeking to secure their desires (Stuhlmacher and Walters 1999).

The potential number of negotiations by people makes knowledge of successful negotiation skills critical. Since the purpose of a negotiation is to come to an agreement so negotiators attain their ultimate goals, a negotiation impasse or deadlock is of considerable consequence. One area of research explores negotiated settlements and negotiated impasses (Mannix, Tinsley, and Bazerman 1995; Olekalns, Smith, and Walsh 1996; O’Connor and Arnold 2001).

Another factor in negotiation research includes the impact of gender on negotiation (Mazei et al. 2015). In combining the areas of gender and impasse, researchers have offered conflicting evidence on
the impact of gender on negotiation impasses (O’Connor and Arnold 2001; Riley 2001). Riley (2001) found that women had fewer impasses in negotiations than men, while O’Connor and Arnold (2001) found there were no differences in the rates of negotiation impasses between men and women.

Negotiation parties participate to achieve outcomes that will improve their personal or company’s situation. A negotiation impasse does not achieve those outcomes, and the parties fail to achieve their goals. Consequently, a negotiation impasse is a negative outcome to avoid (Tuncel et al. 2016; Bazerman, Tenbrunsel, and Wade-Benzoni 2008). The aversion to the negative outcome of an impasse is so strong, one study found that negotiators would accept a poor negotiated deal to avoid an impasse (Tuncel et al. 2016). Managers need to know causes and factors leading to a negotiated impasse so that an impasse can be avoided. If gender is a factor that could potentially lead to a negotiation impasse, it is important for managers to know this information so they can maximize the probability of a successful negotiated agreement by selecting a negotiator most likely to avoid an impasse. The purpose of this paper is to help clarify gender’s influence on negotiation impasses by offering evidence from 4,855 negotiations on the impasse rates of men and women in not achieving a negotiated settlement.

Literature Review of Gender, Outcomes, and Impasses in Negotiation

The following sections present an overview of the negotiation literature relevant to this study. The literature review includes discussions of gender behavior differences, gender negotiation outcomes, negotiation impasses, and gender and impasses.

Gender and Behavior Differences

Negotiation is not the exclusive domain of one gender as both genders engage in negotiations on a daily basis. Consequently, researchers have examined gender behaviors that could affect negotiation performance (Kimmel et al. 1980; Pruitt et al. 1986; Neu, Grahm, and Gilly 1988; Meyers-Levy 1988; Gerhart and Rhynes 1991; Gayle, Preiss, and Allen 1994; King and Hinson 1994; Min, LaTour, and Jones 1995; Walters, Stuhlmacher, and Meyer 1998; Stuhlmacher and Walters 1999; Eckel and Grossman 2001; Solnick 2001; Kray, Galinsky, and Thompson 2002; O’Shea and Bush 2002; Barron 2003).

To achieve an agreement could require accommodating behaviors by negotiators; accordingly, we examined the negotiation lit-
erature on this subject as it relates to gender. Eckel and Grossman (2001) found men exhibited more competitive and women more cooperative behaviors. Many other studies have repeatedly categorized women as cooperative and compassionate and men as competitive and aggressive (Fisher and Smith 1969; Tedeschi, Bonoma, and Lindskold 1970; Benton 1975; Kimmel et al. 1980; Pruitt et al. 1986; Scudder 1988; Matheson 1991; Stamato 1992; Watson 1994; Walters, Stuhlmacher, and Meyer 1998; Eckel and Grossman 2001). In a meta-analysis of 62 studies, Walters, Stuhlmacher, and Meyer (1998) found the behaviors of men were more competitive and women more cooperative. However, Walters, Stuhlmacher, and Meyer (1998) also indicated that even though the gender differences were significant, they were also very small and could even vanish or reverse themselves in different negotiations. The cooperative behavior of women may have demonstrated itself in other ways. Some researchers have found women in negotiations are less argumentative and more likely to be influenced by persuasion than men (Eagly and Carli 1981; Major, McFarlin, and Gagnon 1984). Kimmel et al. (1980) found that women were less likely to use pressure tactics in negotiations. Eriksson and Sandberg (2012) found that men were more likely to initiate a negotiation when the adversary was a woman. In terms of initial offers, one study has suggested that women make higher initial offers than men do; however, their findings have not been statistically significant (Eckel and Grossman 2001). Another study found that women made higher initial offers than men do when the negotiating opponent was a male, but the finding was not statistically significant (Solnick 2001). Kulik and Olekalns (2012) suggest that out of the norm behavior for a gender such as agentic behavior for females could create a negotiation backlash and lower outcomes.

There is also evidence of no differences in the negotiation behavior of men and women. Categorizing the female behavior as communal and male behavior as agentic, Meyers-Levy (1988) found no differences in the behaviors of men and women when the sex roles were not incited. Min, LaTour, and Jones (1995) examined the easing of a hard negotiation stance to a softer stance and did not find any differences in the genders. Other researchers also found no competitive difference between men and women (Grant and Sermant 1969; Horai and Tedeschi 1975; Ferguson and Schmitt 1988; Wall and Blum 1991; Watson and Hoffman 1996). There is also evidence of no cooperative differences between men and women. Studying cooperative negotiation techniques, Mintu-Wimsatt and Gassenheimer (2002) found no gender differences.
Finally, there is evidence that runs counter to the cooperative female and competitive male. Some researchers found that women are more competitive and less cooperative negotiators than men (Oskamp and Pearlman 1965; Bedell and Sistrunk 1973; Hottes and Kahn 1974).

**GENDER NEGOTIATION OUTCOMES**

The goal of any negotiator whether male or female is the outcome of the negotiation such as units sold, price, etc. Since researchers have found mixed results in differences in negotiation behavior between the genders, it is not surprising that the negotiated-outcomes successes between the genders also have mixed results.

Numerous studies researching the impact of gender on negotiation outcomes found that men had better results than women did. In a meta-analysis, Mazei et al. (2015) found in negotiations that men reached better economic results than women, but the results for men were lessened when the negotiator had experience, the negotiator had information about the bargaining parameters, and the negotiator was bargaining for another person. Herbst, Dotan, and Stöhr (2017) discovered male negotiation teams that were not friends performed better than female negotiation teams that were not friends. Kray, Kennedy, and Van Zant (2014) researched deception in negotiations and found that women were deceived more than men. In an automobile negotiation study, men negotiated better automobile prices than women (Tubbs, Ottenbreit, and Falk 2008). Although participants in Solnick’s (2001) study were unaware of their opponent’s gender, Solnick found men generated higher earnings than women. Similarly, King and Hinson (1994) found that men had greater success in negotiations than women. In a meta-analysis of 21 studies, Stuhlmacher and Walters (1999) concluded that men had more successful outcomes than women did. Riley (2001) found that in ambiguous negotiation situations, men negotiated larger agreement payoffs.

Other studies failed to find any negotiation outcome differences between the genders. Xiu, Kang, and Roline (2015) discovered that in salary negotiations women asked for no less salary than their male counterparts. In situations where outcomes benefited both negotiators, Kimmel et al. (1980) found no outcome differences between men and women. Stevens, Bavette, and Gist (1993) did not discover any differences in behavior or profits between the genders when the negotiators were trained in self-management and negotiation techniques. After the initial negotiation, Min, LaTour, and Jones (1995) unearthed few differences in gender negotiation outcomes. A study
by Pruitt et al. (1986) determined that men and women had no differences in contentious behavior or outcome success with a constituent attending.

**NEGOTIATION IMPASSE LITERATURE**

For many negotiators, a negotiation impasse is a negative outcome to be avoided. For example, Bazerman, Tenbrunsel, and Wade-Benzoni (2008) found that even sacrosanct issues became negotiable when an impasse was unacceptable.

Since an impasse is a negative outcome, much of the literature on impasses has been on identifying factors that lead to an impasse. While studying the use of true statements to misled people (paltering), Rogers et al. (2017) discovered the use of paltering in negotiations increases the probability of an impasse. Cohen, Leonardelli, and Thompson (2014) discovered that two- and three-person negotiation teams were more likely to reach an impasse than single negotiators. Wiltermuth and Neale (2011) found that negotiators that had information irrelevant for the negotiation about their negotiation counterpart were more likely to reach an impasse. Uncertainty in revenues and costs can result in a negotiation impasse (Moon, Yao, and Park 2011). For a negotiator, failing to reach an agreement in previous negotiations is likely to lead to an impasse in the negotiator’s subsequent negotiations (O’Connor, Arnold and Burris 2005). Misleading offers early in a negotiation by one party increases the likelihood of an impasse (Bac 2001). Researchers found that when the supervisors’ expectations were greater than the subordinate negotiators’ abilities, negotiations were more likely to end in an impasse (Wolfe and Murthy 2005–2006). The use of a third party such as an agent for the negotiation is more likely to lead to an impasse (Bazerman et al. 1992). Novice negotiators believe that negotiation impasses occur frequently (O’Connor and Adams 1999). In the presence of a crises, a negative social climate will lead to less movement toward a negotiated deal and to more movement toward an agreement when the social climate is positive (Druckman, Olekalns, and Smith 2009).

Other researchers have uncovered factors that lead to agreements. Trotschel et al. (2011) found that taking into account the perspective of a negotiator’s opponent helped to avoid an impasse. Alexander, Schul, and McCorkle (1994) found that negotiators using more coordinating behavior were less likely to end in an impasse. Jap, Anderson, and Hamilton (2011) found that negotiators that had a rapport were less likely to reach an impasse and more likely to reach
an agreement. Similarly, the existence of a social relationship between the negotiators is likely to lead to more agreements and less impasses (Moore et al. 1999; Pesendorfer and Koeszegi 2007). When a negotiator views the initial offer as a gain and not a loss, the negotiation is more likely to reach agreement and less likely to lead to an impasse (Kristensen and Garling 1997). Chandler and Judge (1998) found the chief negotiator who was higher in the organization was less likely to reach an impasse.

In negotiation literature, there are discussions of both distributive and integrative negotiation styles (Olekalns, Smith, and Walsh 1996). The distributive approach is more competitive, while the integrative is more cooperative. Each orientation has two types of likely negotiation outcomes. Olekalns, Smith, and Walsh (1996) stated the distributive orientation outcomes are impasse and win-lose, while the integrative outcomes are suboptimum and optimum. The authors further claimed the suboptimum and optimum integrative outcomes yield higher profits for both negotiators while the distributive outcome of win-lose yields lower profits and an impasse would yield no profit. The profit advantage might indicate an integrative orientation would be preferred over the distributive orientation. Further, the integrative orientation is considered the quality orientation (Olekalns, Smith, and Walsh 1996). However, both orientations are employed.

Mannix, Tinsley, and Bazerman (1995) studied repeated negotiations occurring over time. They found greater negotiator mobility resulted in fewer integrative agreements. Mobility refers to a negotiator’s capacity to move on to deal with other negotiators over time and with a lower probability of encountering the same negotiator again. Hence, the negotiator is not likely to make a concession in the current negotiation because there may not be opportunities for reciprocity from the other negotiator in future negotiations. Consequently, high mobility tends to result in a distributive orientation.

O’Connor and Arnold (2001) conducted a series of three studies examining negotiation impasses and self-efficacy. Specifically, they examined the impact of a prior negotiation impasse on the subsequent negotiation experience. They found negotiators who experience an impasse are likely to enter a distributive spiral. In this spiral, the negotiator views the impasse as an unsuccessful outcome and perceives the negotiator’s counterpart as unwilling to reach an agreement. Then the negotiator is not likely to work with the counterpart in the future and develops a negative attitude toward negotiation as a solution means. The researchers found this downward spiral made it more difficult to reach future negotiated deals. However,
results offered limited evidence that negotiators with high levels of self-efficacy tended to avoid this downward spiral.

**IMPASSE AND GENDER**

With so much evidence pointing to the cooperative female and competitive male (Walters, Stuhlmacher, and Meyer 1998), a logical assumption in terms of negotiation would be that women would tend to use a more of an integrative style of negotiation and therefore have fewer impasses, and men would use a more distributive style and have more impasses. However, there is contradictory evidence of gender differences in reaching an impasse. Riley (2001) studied 689 negotiations in a MBA negotiation class. As the literature would predict for the competitive male and cooperative female, Riley (2001) found that males were more likely to have an impasse, and females were more likely to avoid an impasse. In contrast, there is evidence of no gender differences in reaching an impasse. As by-product of their studies on impasses and self-efficacy, O’Connor and Arnold (2001) found no differences in impasse rates of males and females. In three studies, they used undergraduate students in an introductory management course negotiating with each other for course credit. For each of their studies, they used the following samples: study one included 58 negotiations, study two included 83 negotiations, and study three included 91 negotiations. In all three studies, O’Connor and Arnold (2001) reported no differences in the levels of impasse based on gender.

**NEGOTIATION IMPASSE HYPOTHESES**

From the literature review, there is a conflict in results whether or not there are any differences in likelihood of one gender or the other more likely to reach a negotiation impasse. One study concluded that males were more likely to have an impasse and females less likely Riley (2001). Another study concluded there were no differences in impasse rates between male and female negotiators O’Connor and Arnold (2001), and there were no studies reporting females with a higher impasse rate that males. Consequently, we approached our study from a neutral position and did not anticipate one gender to have fewer impasses than the other gender. Accordingly, the study used null hypotheses. The purpose of the study was to find further evidence supporting either Riley’s (2001), O’Connor and Arnold’s (2001), or neither studies’ conclusions.

To analyze thoroughly gender influence on negotiation impasses, the paper considered eight null hypotheses. The study analyzed the
overall impasse results of men and women, and the impasse rates of men and women in both the buyer and seller roles. The eight null hypotheses are below.

**H1** There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when contrasting women and men for all negotiations.

**H2** There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when contrasting women and men acting as the buyer.

**H3** There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when contrasting women and men acting as the seller.

**H4** There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when male seller versus male buyer dyads are compared to male seller versus female buyer dyads.

**H5** There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when male seller versus male buyer dyads are compared to female seller versus male buyer dyads.

**H6** There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when male seller versus male buyer dyads are compared to female seller versus female buyer dyads.

**H7** There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when female seller versus male buyer dyads are compared to female seller versus female buyer dyads.

**H8** There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when of male seller versus female buyer dyads are compared to female seller versus female buyer dyads.

**Negotiation Methods and Data**

Our study used student negotiators in a negotiation class. It is common for negotiation studies to use student negotiators for experimental research (Stuhlmacher and Walters 1999). In doing so, it brings into question the level of students’ motivation to succeed in the negotiation, especially as compared to the potentially intense need to succeed of ‘real world’ negotiators.

In our study, the students had a significant motivation to reach an agreement and be more successful than their opponents. The students were part of a negotiation class in which the students were trained in negotiation strategies and tactics for the first half of the semester and negotiations took place in the second half of the semester. Fifty percent of each student’s course grade was determined by the outcome of a series of negotiations in the second half of the semester. Consequently, completing the negotiation and beating their opponents was paramount. Although, the stakes in our
study are different from negotiators’ stakes in actual business situations, the pressure the students appeared to feel to succeed was rather intense.

The negotiations took place in a negotiation course at a state institution with a student population of about 24,000. The course was an upper-class course consisting of sophomores, juniors, seniors, and graduate students. The vast majority were juniors and seniors.

The procedure for the series of negotiations required the students to engage in ten different one-on-one, face-to-face negotiations with other students over ten class days in the classroom during the class session. The students were randomly paired together for the negotiations. The students did not know who their counterpart was until just before negotiation began. Because the negotiation match-ups were random for each session, it often happened that the students face the same partner more than once in the ten negotiations. The possibility of having to face the same opponent at a later time (with the exception of the tenth negotiation) may impact how negotiations were conducted by students.

**PRIOR TO NEGOTIATION SESSIONS**

In a class session well before the first day of negotiation, the professor explained the negotiation scenario that served for all negotiations. In short, both buyer and seller worked for different firms with the capacity to manufacture an unnamed product. The professor guaranteed the total costs of manufacturing were lower for the seller than the buyer (although not necessarily for each variable taken alone). The buyer sought to purchase the manufactured product from the seller below the buyer’s costs. The seller sought to make a sale to the buyer above the seller’s costs. The difference between the seller’s and buyer’s manufacturing costs constituted the deal’s profit potential. The percentage of profit ranged between 0 and 100 percent. The percentage of the profit secured by each party in the deal gave them their negotiation score for the day. So, if the deal showed the seller got 60 percent of the profit, it showed the buyer earned 40 percent of the profit. It was a zero-sum game.

The negotiation information specified the exact quantity of the product involved in the deal so both seller and buyer knew that detail. Negotiation did not change the deal quantity.

Also prior to the first negotiation session, the professor flipped a coin in class and then declared whether the buyer or seller in the match-ups made the first offer on the first variable considered in the negotiation for the entire semester. After the first variable was
considered, then the negotiators made their own determination as to who initiated offers on variables. To reduce confusion, this determination lasted for all ten negotiations in the semester.

Time was allocated during class about a week before negotiations commenced to hand out copies of contracts to be used in the initial negotiations. During the same day, the professor demonstrated how the contract was filled out and how calculations were made to complete the number portion of the contract. The professor also pointed out the area for signatures and other information that must be completed on the contract.

The professor explained that while he would wander the room and observed the 20 or so negotiations taking place simultaneously, the professor offered no input into the dealing. Explanations of the contracts and how calculations were performed to arrive at an accurate total deal financial figure had already occurred in classes well before the week when negotiations began. It was made clear that each student was now handling the dealing independently and would have to live with the consequences of any errors on the contract.

The professor also explained that each student’s cost information in all ten negotiations were unique. Every student in every negotiation would have unique information about variable costs that can vary enormously from one negotiation to the next. A negotiation seller may have product variable costs in the pennies while sitting right next to them another negotiation seller would have product variable costs in the thousands of dollars. In short, the negotiators could not count on the numbers from the past to guide them. They had to count on their ability to ‘read’ the other party and execute the dealing techniques, both of which were covered in class lectures in the first half of the semester.

The professor pointed out that in calculating the profit in the contract, the professor used either the individual variable agreements and made a summary calculation or the total deal agreement found on the completed contract. This encouraged students to not sidestep negotiating each of the variables. An objective of the class was to get repeated practice in the art of negotiation with something at stake, not to find a way of reducing practice. The professor specified exactly what time the student had to be in the classroom to participate in the negotiation for all days. Typically, the professor gave a mini-lecture for the first 15 minutes of the class and the student had to be in the room at least 15 minutes after the class time begins. Since some students relied on campus bus service which can be irregular during harsh weather, this offered students a small buffer.
THE NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE

The procedure for the series of negotiations required the students to engage in ten different one-on-one and face-to-face negotiations with other students over ten class days. The students were randomly paired together for the negotiations.

During each negotiation, the students dealt with five to ten variables specified by the professor. These specific variables were common dimensions such as shipping costs, pallet costs, etc. that could be part of a manufacturing agreement. One by one, each student was handed a confidential printed sheet that showed costs of each of the variables for the firm represented by the negotiator, the product quantity in the deal, and told the student whether she or he was a buyer or seller in the negotiation. Each student then transferred that cost information onto a separate sheet of paper. The professor then picked up the original information sheet from each student. So, at this time, the student understood the negotiation figures, the role as buyer or seller, but did not know who the opponent would be.

The professor then revealed the random match-ups between buyers and sellers on a large screen. Each student called out the number of their opponent, they found each other, found a place to sit, introduced themselves, and began the negotiation. A preprinted contract that indicates the variables and quantities with a place for a total deal financial figure and area for printed names and signatures was handed out by the professor within minutes of opponents finding each other. When the contract had been completed and signed by both parties, the contract was lifted overhead and picked up by the professor.

The time chosen for each negotiation was around five minutes per variable to negotiate. Each negotiation session lasted between 25 to 40 minutes depending on the number of variables needed to resolve. All negotiations on a given day had the same number of variables. Time remaining was measured by an inexpensive, windup kitchen timer with an alarm sound. While a precise timer device could be used, the use of the kitchen timer with a fairly wide latitude in accuracy was preferred to provide students even more uncertainty in the dealings.

During the negotiations, the professor would consult the timer and then write the approximate number of minutes left to negotiate on the whiteboard. Since the timer was reliably unreliable, at the 3-minute mark the professor erased time information from the board to let the students know the alarm could go off at any moment.
professor then moved to a position to permit optimal observation of those students still negotiating.

THE CONTRACT

The preprinted contract showed each of the variables encompassed in the deal. Each variable must be negotiated and the agreed price had to be written on the contract. The final financial deal total which had to be calculated based on the prices of each variable and the quantity involved had to be written on the contract. Each negotiator had to sign the contract next to their printed name. All these tasks had to be performed to have the contract considered complete. Further, the completed contract had to be raised above the head by the person who made the first offer of the negotiation before the alarm rings to indicate negotiation time ended. The professor was in a position such that he can see the entire room at the time the alarm rings to clearly sort out who performed as instructed. It was made extremely clear to all students that negotiators beat the deadline or they did not. A lack of credibility on this issue could easily lead to considerable problems. The contract was completely filled out or it was not. The completed contract was raised above the head or it was not. There was no uncertainty. In short, no one has an unfair advantage in a situation of known absolutes.

If students did not negotiate each variable and write in the agreed price on the contract, calculate and write in the total deal price, sign the contract, and hold it overhead before the alarm rings, both students received a ‘0’ for the day.

STUDENT MOTIVATION

In the role of buyer or seller, the goal for each of the students was to generate a greater percentage of the possible profit. The percentage could range from 0 to 100 percent and was used to tabulate the student’s negotiation grade. If a student failed to show for a negotiation, the absent student received a ‘0’ and the opponent received a ‘100.’ These scores were not included in the analysis. The professor established the prices that would assure a profit in the negotiation. Each negotiation had unique prices for each of the variables for each student for all ten negotiation sessions.

Because the negotiations were 50 percent of the student’s grade, the students were very aware of the need to succeed in negotiations and best their opponents. Naturally, this circumstance resulted in very competitive student behavior. Although controlling one’s temper was strongly stressed during the lecture portion of the course, it
was not uncommon to have students lose their composure. Despite occasional emotional outbursts, the vast majority of the student negotiators overcame their emotions to complete a deal.

From 1999 to 2013, 4855 student zero-sum negotiations were monitored. The focus of this study was gender contrasts in not reaching a deal. If an impasse occurred and the negotiators did not reach an agreement by the end of the allotted time, both the seller and buyer students received a ‘0’ for the negotiation. Consequently, there was intense pressure to reach an agreement. Students failed to reach an agreement in 155 negotiations and reached an agreement in 4700 negotiations.

**Negotiation Results**

To investigate the impact of gender on negotiation impasses, the paper studied eight hypotheses stated in the null form. The hypotheses were tested using a two-tailed $t$-test. To determine any significant differences in the data, the standard was a $p$-value of .05. The eight hypotheses, test results, and hypotheses test results table are below.

**OVERALL IMPASSE HYPOTHESIS AND RESULTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN**

In Hypothesis 1, the negotiator’s ability to arrive at a deal is studied by comparing the results of men and women. The results are an overall evaluation of the impasse rates regardless of whether the negotiator was in a buyer or seller role or of the gender of the opponent.

$H_1$ *There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when contrasting women and men for all negotiations.*

The mean impasse rate for women was 2.84% of a possible 100%. This indicates that women arrived at a deal during 97.16% of negotiations begun. Men’s mean impasse rate was 3.43%. A two-tailed $t$-test analysis contrasting the genders’ negotiation impasse rates showed $t = 1.651$ with a resulting $p$-value of .099 with 8729 degrees of freedom. Null hypothesis $H_1$ is not rejected.

**IMPASSE HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS FOR WOMEN AND MEN IN BUYING AND SELLING ROLES**

It is possible the buyer or seller roles of the negotiator could also have an impact on the impasse rate. In Hypotheses 2 and 3, gender comparisons were made of negotiation outcomes when taking on the roles of buyers and sellers.
There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when contrasting women and men acting as the buyer.

The mean impasse rate for women acting as the buyer was 2.76% while the men’s mean impasse rate as a buyer was 3.48%. A two-tailed t-test analysis contrasting the genders’ negotiation impasse rates showed a $t = 1.429$ with a resulting $p$-value of .153 with 4417 degrees of freedom. Null hypothesis $h_2$ is not rejected.

There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when contrasting women and men acting as the seller.

The mean impasse rate for women acting as the seller was 2.91%. Men’s mean impasse rate as a seller was 3.38%. A two-tailed t-test analysis contrasting the genders’ negotiation impasse rates showed a $t = .895$ with a resulting $p$-value of .371 with 4853 degrees of freedom. Null hypothesis $h_3$ is not rejected.

Negotiating dyads’ impasse hypotheses and results

Hypotheses 4 through 8 considered the opponent’s gender and role (buyer or seller) by comparing the impasse rates between negotiating dyads. The negotiators’ genders and roles varied in the dyads and hypotheses.

There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when male seller versus male buyer dyads are compared to male seller versus female buyer dyads.

The mean impasse rate when male sellers competed with male buyers was 3.88%. When male sellers competed with female buyers, the mean impasse rate was 2.65%. A two-tailed t-test analysis contrasting the pairings negotiation impasse rates showed a $t = 1.869$ with a resulting $p$-value of .062 with 2842 degrees of freedom. Null hypothesis $h_4$ is not rejected.

There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when male seller versus male buyer dyads are compared to female seller versus male buyer dyads.

The mean impasse rate when male sellers competed with male buyers was 3.88%. When female sellers competed with male buyers, the mean impasse rate was 2.90%. A two-tailed t-test analysis contrasting the pairings negotiation impasse rates showed a $t = 1.457$ with a resulting $p$-value of .145 with 2794 degrees of freedom. Null hypothesis $h_5$ is not rejected.

There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when male seller versus male buyer dyads are compared to female seller versus female buyer dyads.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypoth.</th>
<th>Impasse Negotiation Rates (%)</th>
<th>Impasse Negotiation Rates (%)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h1</td>
<td>Females 2.84</td>
<td>Males 3.43</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h2</td>
<td>Female Buyers 2.76</td>
<td>Males Buyers 3.48</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h3</td>
<td>Female Sellers 2.91</td>
<td>Male Sellers 3.38</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h4</td>
<td>ms vs. mb 3.88</td>
<td>ms vs. fb 2.65</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h5</td>
<td>ms vs. mb 3.88</td>
<td>fs vs. mb 2.90</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h6</td>
<td>ms vs. mb 3.88</td>
<td>fs vs. fb 2.93</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h7</td>
<td>fs vs. mb 2.90</td>
<td>fs vs. fb 2.93</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h8</td>
<td>ms vs. fb 2.65</td>
<td>fs vs. fb 2.93</td>
<td>0.721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**: fb – Female Buyer, mb – Male Buyer, fs – Female Seller, ms – Male Seller.

The mean impasse rate when male sellers competed with male buyers was 3.88%. When female sellers competed with female buyers, the mean impasse rate was 2.93%. A two-tailed t-test analysis contrasting the pairings negotiation impasse rates showed a $t = 1.208$ with a resulting $p$-value of .227 with 1516 degrees of freedom. Null hypothesis $h6$ is not rejected.

$h7$ *There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when female seller versus male buyer dyads are compared to female seller versus female buyer dyads.*

The mean impasse rate when female sellers competed with male buyers was 2.90%. When female sellers competed with female buyers, the mean impasse rate was 2.93%. A two-tailed t-test analysis contrasting the pairings negotiation impasse rates showed a $t = .039$ with a resulting $p$-value of .969 with 1920 degrees of freedom. Null hypothesis $h7$ is not rejected.

$h8$ *There is no difference in the impasse rate of negotiations when of male seller versus female buyer dyads are compared to female seller versus female buyer dyads.*

The mean impasse rate when male sellers competed with female buyers was 2.65%. When female sellers competed with female buyers, the mean impasse rate was 2.93%. A two-tailed t-test analysis contrasting the pairings negotiation impasse rates showed a $t = .357$ with a resulting $p$-value of .721 with 1443 degrees of freedom. Null hypothesis $h8$ is not rejected.

**Summary and Discussion**

The overall objective of this paper is to compare the impact of gender on the rate of impasse outcomes in a zero-sum game situation. To accomplish this objective, 4,855 negotiations were analyzed. Eight
hypotheses were evaluated to determine if any gender differences occurred in the likelihood of negotiations ending in an impasse. Although, women had lower rates of impasse, none of the hypotheses showed any statistically significant differences. Consequently, our study showed no significant differences in the genders in arriving at a negotiation impasse.

Hypothesis 1 examined the negotiation impasse rate of women compared to men over all negotiations. The male rate of impasse was higher than the female impasse rate but was not statistically significant at the .05 level. This finding supports the O’Connor and Arnold (2001) finding of no statistically significant difference between males and females in reaching or avoiding an impasse, and contrasts with the Riley (2001) conclusion that females were less likely to arrive at an impasse and males more likely to reach an impasse.

Next, we considered the gender of the negotiator in combination with the buyer and seller roles. In the buyer role, Hypothesis 2 testing showed that female buyers had lower impasse rates than male buyers, but the difference was not statistically significant. Hypothesis 3 revealed the impasse rate of female sellers was slightly lower than the impasse rate of male sellers, but the difference between the rates was not statistically significant.

Finally, the impasse rates of negotiating dyads were compared to one another in Hypotheses 4 through 8. Each dyad consisted of a seller and buyer. We also isolated the genders in the seller and buyer roles. None of the hypotheses revealed any significant difference in impasse rates between the dyads.

Although we did not find any statistically significant differences, we did find that overall women negotiators had lower impasse rates than male negotiators, women buyers had lower impasse rates than men buyers, and women sellers did have lower impasse rates than men sellers. Considering this information, it is a little more understandable as to why previous research had conflicting results with Riley (2001) finding females to have lower impasse rates than males at a significant level and O’Connor and Arnold (2001) finding no significant differences in male and female impasse rates.

As stated earlier, this study supports the O’Connor and Arnold (2001) conclusion that there were no statistically significant differences between the impasse rates of male and female negotiators. O’Connor and Arnold (2001) used three studies to arrive at their conclusion. The first study used 58 negotiations, the second study used 83 negotiations, and the third study used 91 negotiations. Our contribution beyond O’Connor and Arnold (2001) study lies the depth
of our sample and longitudinal nature of the study. Our study analyzed 4,855 negotiations of which 155 resulted in an impasse. The negotiations were collected from a 14-year period from 1999 to 2013.

Management Implications
The results offer some interesting and possibly useful information for managers. Overall, females achieved a lower impasse rate than males. However, the difference between females and males was not statistically significant. If avoiding a negotiated impasse is critical, our study did not show any significant differences in the genders. Consequently, the gender of the negotiator should not increase the likelihood of an impasse.

A major management implication not addressed in this analysis is the outcomes of the negotiations. While this paper examines the impasse rate in arriving at a negotiation deal, it does not consider the impact of the deals that are stuck. In short, arriving at a completed deal in which one party gains zero profit may not be better than not striking the deal. All negotiation situations examined in this study did have a profit built in, although the amount of profit was unknown to the negotiators. In the ‘real world,’ negotiators may often face circumstances in which no reasonable profit is possible and arriving at an impasse conclusion is optimal.

Study Limitations
Although common in negotiation studies, the first limitation is the inclusion of students as the negotiators. Although, detail has gone into providing a strong motivation by using grades for students to perform at their maximum ability, the pressure may not be the same as business negotiators facing career implications based on their performances. In addition, some students may not be as concerned about their specific grades, consequently, lowering the motivation of those students.

A second limitation is not allowing the possibility of a win-win situation for the students. Our study used only a zero-sum game. In actual business negotiations, business negotiators often develop long-term relationship with their counterparts in negotiation settings. In those situations, a win-win strategy may be the preferred outcome. Consequently, the negotiation behaviors in a win-win negotiation could be very different from a zero-sum negotiation.

The selection of the student sample for the study is a third limitation for the study. The students were not randomly selected for the negotiations. The negotiation course is an elective for the students.
Therefore, only the students with an interest in negotiation take the course. Not everyone interested in the course can take the course. The course nearly always reaches the cap for the number of students allowed in the course thereby leaving some students with an interest in negotiation out of the course. These problems could cause the results to differ from the way an average person would behave in a negotiation setting.

Another limitation for the study is the lack of any product information for the students. The students are negotiating over price for an unnamed product. The reason is so that one negotiator could not have a possible product information advantage. However, this is very different from ‘real-world’ negotiations where negotiators have product and previous price information readily available.

**Further Research**

The focus of our study was to determine if there were gender differences in rates of completing a negotiation. O’Connor and Arnold (2001) reported no difference in the impasse rates between the genders, while Riley (2001) reported that women arrived at fewer impasses than men. Our results supported O’Connor and Arnolds’ (2001) finding of no differences in gender impasse rates. Although we did not find any statistically significant differences, we did find that overall women negotiators had lower impasse rates than male negotiators. With disagreement on whether or not gender is a factor in impasse outcomes, there is a need for more research in the area.

The methodology of the negotiation process could be altered in future research to further understand the situations where a deal or no deal could occur. No negotiation time limits, allowing ‘win-win’ negotiations, and team negotiations could all be investigated. Finally, the research could be conducted using professional negotiators in ‘real world’ settings to see if the findings concur with this study’s results.
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